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ISTT’s 36th Annual International No-Dig Conference
and Exhibition, hosted by the Southern African
Society for Trenchless Technology (SASTT)

8-9 October 2018
Cape Town International Convention
Centre (CTICC), South Africa

Call for papers now open!
Deadline: 4 May 2018

Prospective authors are invited to submit proposals for
consideration in the conference programme. Please
visit www.nodigsouthafrica.com

International Exhibition and Conference featuring:
•
•
•
•

Trenchless Technology
Underground Infrastructure
Underground Utilities
Pipeline Technologies

Take part in South Africa’s only specialist showcase of
trenchless technology, combined with Cape Town’s host
of tours – this is one not to be missed.

Limited stands available – Book your space today!

Contact Paul Harwood – pharwood@westrade.co.uk or telephone +44 (0)1923 723990

www.nodigsouthafrica.com

36th International NO-DIG

International Society
For Trenchless Technology

Hosted by

Supported by

Southern African Society
for Trenchless Technology

Organised by

South African
Partner

Platinum Sponsor

Gold Sponsors

Official Media Partner

Bronze Sponsors

Media Partners
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A world of
HDD firsts
An innovative horizontal directional drilling
(HDD) project that succeeded in producing
two world firsts has won the 2017 Joop van
Wamelen SASTT Award of Excellence.

The Joop van Wamelen SASTT
Award of Excellence is
handed out annually by the
Southern African Society
for Trenchless Technology
in recognition of
exceptional contributions
to the active promotion
and implementation of
trenchless technology in
Southern Africa

T

he Temba Water Purification
Plant in Hammanskraal is
being upgraded to deliver
water to thousands of
residents in areas north of Pretoria. The
upgrade will provide for additional on-site
storage and included the replacement of
an existing raw water pipeline.
A 1 300 m section of 800 NB asbestos
cement (AC) pipe required replacement
underneath wooden electrical pylons and
cables, which were to remain operational
during the replacement works, prohibiting
the use of large conventional construction
equipment. Thus, a trenchless solution
was sought.
Specialist
contractor
Trenchless
Technologies explored a range of trenchless
replacement and lining technologies, and
pipe reaming proved to offer the most
economical solution.
Although pipe reaming is a pipe
replacement methodology similar to
pipe bursting, it offers some unique
advantages, explains Marco Camarda,
general manager, Trenchless Technologies.
“Pipe reaming allows for extremely large
upsizing of 100% and more, which is not
available with displacement-type pipe
bursting techniques, whether static or
percussive, particularly at shallow depths.
As such, pipe reaming can be a useful tool

ABOVE A DD10 American Auger HDD rig was utilised
to undertake the pipe reaming works

RIGHT The drill rods are connected to a stabiliser and
a sheilded pipe reamer, which is in turn connected via
a swivel to a bull-nose. The bull-nose is attached to the
new 800 PE 100 PN 16 pipe

Project Description
Client: City of Tshwane
Specialist subcontractor: Trenchless Technologies cc
Engineers: Aecom
Contract duration: 26 weeks
Contract value: R14 million
Length: 1 300 m
Existing pipe: 800 NB AC (wall thickness 47 mm)
New pipe: 800 HDPE PE 100 PN 16 (wall thickness 76 mm)
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Challenges to overcome included:
Air Valves
Unidentified underground air
valves were found

Steel Joints
Steel joints and couplings had
to be removed

Transformer
The mini-sub removed by Eskom
required additional supporting

to expand the capacity of urban sewers and
water pipes in dense urban areas.”

thickness of 76 mm, supplied by Marley
Pipe Systems.
This marked the first of what is believed
to be two world firsts on this challenging
project – the largest-diameter host pipe
known to have been replaced by pipe
reaming technology.

To achieve this, a DD10 American Auger
HDD rig capable of pullback forces of 50 t
and a rotation force of 18 982 Nm, was
utilised, explains Camarda.
The rig’s 6.1 m long drill rods are
threaded together by the HDD rig to form a
long continuous drill stem and pushed from

One for the history books
The existing 800 NB AC pipeline was
reamed out and replaced with a new
800 mm OD PN 16 HDPE pipe, with a wall

WINNER
SASTT AWARD
OF EXCELLENCE
2017 FOR
WORLD-FIRST
PIPE REAMING
IN TSHWANE
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Pipe Bursting • Sliplining • CIPP UV Cure • CIPP Ambient Cure
Ribloc Expanda • Ribloc Ribline • Ribloc Rotoloc • Pipe Reaming
Horizontal Directional Drilling • Guided Rock Drilling • Bores of 1400mm
Lengths up to 1000 metres • Microtunnelling • Pipe Ramming

www.trenchless.co.za
+27 (0)86 006 6344
info@trenchless.co.za
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the HDD rig through a receiving pit into the
existing AC pipe up to the launch pit. The drill
rods are then connected to a stabiliser and a
pipe reamer with an extended shield, which is
in turn connected via a swivel to a bull-nose.
The bull-nose is attached to the new 800 mm
PE 100 PN 16 pipe.
In order to reduce the number of buttwelds required, the pipe was delivered to
site in 18 m lengths. These lengths were
butt-welded into long continuous sections
of approximately 150 m to be pulled into
position in the reamed-out bore behind the
reaming assembly.
The existing AC pipe was cut into smaller
fragments, mixing the pipe cuttings into
the surrounding soil and into the inflowing
bentonite mud mix. The mixture of bentonite
and water helps to maintain the integrity of
the bore, and lubricates and surrounds the
new HDPE pipe during pull-in.
This brings us to the second world
first – undertaking the pipe reaming and
installation of the 800 HDPE pipe in a single
pass, without first filling the host pipe void
with bentonite and then reaming in stages to
insert the HDPE pipe.

Electrofusion couplings
Connection between the 150 m lengths
of installed HDPE was achieved by means
of electrofusion couplings imported from
Germany. According to Camarda, the process
involved pre-warming the actual pipe through
the coupling before welding, which proved to
be extremely successful. Air valve systems
were also connected by means of electrofusion
saddles, vacuum-held and strapped, to
provide a complete HDPE solution.
End-point and scour-valve connections were
achieved by HDPE stub-ends and backing
flanges. The advantage of this, says Camarda,
is being able to position exactly where the
highest points are. Only six stub-ends and
backing flanges were used on the project.

Pulling A1 welded pipe into the
launch pit

Pipe in
18 m lengths

BELOW A lining of
250 µm plastic sheeting
was used to to contain
the bentonite, spoil,
asbestos and water

ABOVE A Kosun KSMR-250 mud separation system was used for removing
the contaminated asbestos elements

Features and benefits of HDPE pipe
Marley Pipe Systems’ Megatuff HDPE pipes were used on the project. Benefits include:
• High impact strength: The high impact strength compared with other plastic materials
ensures a greater resistance to the rigours of pipe laying conditions
• Damage resistance: Low notch sensitivity provides a high level of resistance to the
effects of external damage, which is especially important for pipe bursting operations
and other applications where there is a likelihood of such damage
• Ease of installation: Being lightweight and having long lengths, polyethylene coiled
pipes are widely used in applications such as stock watering, irrigation systems,
communication, gas and reticulated water mains due to rapid installation and the
ease and low frequency of jointing
• High flow capacity: With lower friction factors than most non-plastic materials, the
surface energy characteristics of HDPE ensure that material deposition is inhibited, and
the smooth bore characteristic is maintained over the working life of the pipeline
• Long life: Possessing a proven high reliability record across a wide range of
industries and applications for a period of nearly 50 years, HDPE also provides a long
maintenance-free lifetime with low whole-life costs compared to many other materials
• Trenchless construction: With features such as long lengths, corrosion resistance,
light weight and ease of installation with minimal disruption, the pipes offer many
advantages in slip lining, pipe bursting, directional drilling and microtunnelling
• Good chemical resistance: Outstanding resistance to a wide range of chemical reagents
allows the use of polyethylene systems in applications such as tailings pipelines and
chemical treatment applications used in mining operations
• Flexibility: The ability to be bent to a minimum bending radius of 30 times the
pipe’s outside diameter is critical in applications such as submarine pipelines, mine
subsidence and earthquake-prone areas. The inherent resilience and flexibility of
HDPE pipe allows it to absorb surge pressures, vibrations and stresses caused by
soil movement
• Good abrasion resistance: Pipes can provide long life in abrasive slurry applications,
conistently outlasting other pipe materials such as mild steel and rubber-lined steel
• Good UV resistance: The inclusion of carbon black in the raw material means that
pipes are stabilised against ultraviolet light degradation, making them suitable for
installation where pipes are exposed to direct sunlight
• Cost efficiency: good value over time is guaranteed
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To watch a video of this process,
use the following QR code:

Connection between the ±150 m long lengths of installed HDPE was achieved
by means of electrofusion couplings and off-shoots by means of electrofusion
saddles, to provide a complete HDPE solution. End-point and scour-valve
connections were achieved by HDPE stub-ends and backing flanges

Safe asbestos removal
Integral to the project was an asbestos removal
plan for the safe disposal of contaminated
waste approved by the Department of Labour.
All launch, receiving and catchment pits
were lined with 250 µm plastic sheeting to
contain the bentonite, spoil, asbestos and
water. This was removed using a Kosun
KSMR-250 mud separation system. Once
separated, the bentonite and water mix was
reused in the pipe reaming process, and
later filtered and disposed of.

“An interesting facet of the AC removal
works was that it became apparent that
one is able to control the amount of AC that
enters the bentonite mix by the design of and
selection of the pipe reamers’ cutting teeth,
as well as the design of the bentonite mix
itself, to significantly reduce the volumes of
contaminated waste,” explains Camarda.

A global solution
“The Temba project demonstrated the
successful use of pipe reaming technology

to replace ageing AC pipeline infrastructure
without disruption to overhead powerlines,”
says Camarda.
He believes this technology offers a
relatively cost-effective and efficient
trenchless alternative to the South African
industry for both large- and small-diameter
pipe replacements.
Internationally, many countries are not
physically replacing their AC piping and
are, instead, relining them. However, in
this situation, the ability to utilise locally
produced HDPE pipe results in pipe reaming
being far more cost-effective than trenchless
solutions that utilise any imported
lining material.
“The pipe reaming process undertaken
on this project provides a possible upsizing
solution to owners of AC water piping,
and lays the foundation of an acceptable
methodology for dealing safely with the
AC material during replacement works.
This could greatly aid South Africa and the
international market by providing a viable
solution to replace leaking AC water pipes
in the future,” says Camarda.
IMIESA April 2018
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Trenchless Technology Specialist

Our range of services include:
• Pipe Bursting
• Horizontal Directional Drilling
• Pipe Rehabilitation

• Pipe Ramming
• CCTV Inspection
• Dewatering

• HDPE Welding
• Deep Excavation and Shoring
• Underground Service Detection

• Slip Lining

• Industrial Pipe Cleaning

• Close-ﬁt lining: COMPACT PIPE

For more information you can contact us: +27 (0)21 761 3474 F +27 (0)21 797 1151 E info@tt-innovations.co.za www.tt-innovations.co.za
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No-Dig coming to SA in 2018
The ISTT’s International No-Dig Conference and Exhibition
will take place on 8 and 9 October 2018 at the Cape
Town Convention Centre, hosted by the South African
Society for Trenchless Technology (SASTT).

P

reparations for the annual event continue at pace, with largescale pavilions from South Africa, China and Germany all already at
the drawing board stage. Exhibition space has also been in high demand
with over two thirds sold, reports Paul Harwood, managing director of the
event organiser, Westrade Group. Interested parties are encouraged to sign up before space
sells out.
Harwood recently returned from SASTT’s AGM in Johannesburg, commenting: “I have been
blown away by the immense amount of work and support everyone is putting towards this
show and the country’s universal enthusiasm to embrace trenchless technology. The
official supporters and media partners that we have taken enormous pleasure in
announcing will only further enhance the calibre and number of delegates attending
this prestigious event.”
The call for papers has begun and will be open until early May. “As well as receiving
a host of international papers, we are expecting a sizeable number to come from
within our local trenchless community on the African continent. We invite authors
to visit the show website to upload their 200-word abstract for consideration in our
exciting conference programme,” says Sam Efrat, president, SASTT.
No-Dig 2018 will include a comprehensive conference programme, assembled
by a technical committee comprising representatives from SASTT and the ISTT,
aimed to be both educational and practical, combining training modules with case
study presentations. Hosted in Cape Town, the 2018 event will also include a
tours programme, providing delegates with the opportunity to explore the city and its
many attractions.
The event is officially supported by the South African Plastic Pipe Manufacturers Association
(SAPPMA), South African Institute of Civil Engineers (SAICE) and Installation and Fabrication
Plastics Pipe Association (IFPA) and sponsorships have been taken up by industry
trailblazers Vermeer (platinum), Trenchless Technologies (gold), ELB Equipment (gold)
and Herrenknecht (bronze).
Official media partner Trenchless International Magazine, the industry’s goto publication, will be joined by 3S Media’s IMIESA and Water&Sanitation
Africa magazines, and Construction Review Magazine Kenya.
To find out more, visit www.nodigsouthafrica.com
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